Visualizing Dissonance

Yesterday, clinicians wedged themselves into the pinch
points of patient care, which happen when clinicians know
what is needed, but the financial framework of care
narrows access: targeted chemotherapy for advanced
disease that insurance will not cover; 20 extra minutes
with a patient who received a difficult diagnosis, which
works against productivity metrics; watching a patient
with COVID die alone because there is not sufficient PPE
to go into the room to hold their hand. Clinicians insert
themselves at those pinch points, fight relentlessly for their
patients at their most exquisitely vulnerable, and sustain m
oral injury en masse along the way.

Rethinking the logic of growth is essential since the theme in this
society is that growth is essential. Essential for what?...The
argument for jobs is that only with growth can we have full
employment. But this avoids the issue of what is work and time
for? This can be rethought, and many are now trying. Wealth can
be increased by rearranging what we have without need for
extraction from the environment nor workers.

Young doctors become real
doctors when they are capable of
listening with distinction. When
they are able to appropriately
recognize the individual human
being next to them, gather
thousands of external facts,
provide proper weighting to a
few key details of history, and
using the power of narrative,
create a history and exam that
results in an assessment and plan
– a story with an beginning,
middle and end that justifies a
path forward. It is so innate in us
as an organism, it goes unnoted,
but it is our central power as
expert clinicians.

We’re biased towards narrative,
anecdote, and can overrepresent
it...When the thermometer was first
introduced to medicine, the physician
community pushed back saying you
can feel more about a patient's
condition by touching to sense how
hot or how cold. A glass tube cannot
quantify or capture the fullness, but
numbers and data balance the
physician's tendency to only go off
what they have seen, are familiar
with, intuit.

By stripping away features that
many view as essential to modern
medical practice (labs, computers,
CT scans), Wilderness Medicine
fellows learn to focus on the
essential in medicine: an
empathetic human relationship
between doctor and patient.

One path forges on with aggressive treatment
and management, distancing patients from
their true selves. The other path halts,
considers individualized goals of care and
comfort. Unfortunately, in our healthcare
climate the two do not often co-exist. The
duality of emergency critical care medicine
and palliative care fail to subsist. The
consistent placement of tracheostomies
appears to reiterate that trend. Creating a
symbiotic relationship between emergency
medicine and palliative care is paramount for
the sustainability of our healthcare system.

We deal in uncertainty and complexity of
condition, of age, of acuity, of volume. We
take care of patients undifferentiated by time,
patient age, gender, organ-system, severity or
origin of disease. Whether suffering from
gunshot wounds, strokes, environmental
stressors, or the health disparities
engendered by structural racism, all patients
are ours, transcend traditional organ-based
specialty care, and come at hours not of our
choosing.

Emergency medicine promises to
care for “anyone with anything at
any time.” The expertise of
Wilderness Medicine promises to
address the missing dimension:
“anyone, anywhere with anything
at any time.”

I found myself trapped in a
profoundly unhuman
situation: swallowed by my
couch, telling families I
had never met -- through
an iPhone speaker -- about
their dying loved one –
who I had also never met

The future essence of academic
medical centers (AMC’s) must
not be measured by the capacity
of our buildings, but the reach
of our human expertise and
talent capable of delivering care
to the patient.

Emergency medicine is a practice of
uncertainty. When providers don’t
know whether a patient is infected
with SARS-CoV-2, how should they
assess personal risk when making
clinical decisions? If inadequate PPE
continues to plague frontline
providers, what constitutes acceptable
risks, and what are the options when
that threshold isn’t met?
People’s fear and anxiety about
Covid-19 has kept many from going to
hospitals for much needed medical
treatment. How is it possible to do no
harm in an environment where people
are afraid to seek help? How can ERs
overcome this narrative and create
spaces and clinical practices to
reassure patients that seeking care will
not put their health at added risk?

How can an emergency room visit be used
beyond the medical emergency itself? Can it
be preventative? Can families make important
life choices during these interfaces? ER visits
are often seen by providers and social workers
as an opportunity – finding a shelter bed,
STI-testing, connection with primary care or
insurance. Why not education around end of
life care, even if it is not the end of life? This is
an opportunity for training and also to
recognize the importance of palliative care
principles and standards in a hospital setting.
We sub-specialize through residencies
and multiple fellowships into more and
more fractionated visions of care for a
part of a human being (e.g., the joke
about hand surgeons focusing on the
middle phalanx of the middle finger – of
the left hand - has origins in truth) and
operate with the bizarre assumption that
by dissecting human beings using this
microtome of pixelated care that a
unifying narrative will result.

saving as many patients the trip to the ED as
possible. Helping people from home. Trying
to maintain a reserve;
patients need to end up in the right place.
Doing disposition right the first time, even if
it takes a little longer, to avoid problems
down the road, and;

less-complicated patients offer
departments the highest profit
margins.

limit dependency on the ED;
helping patients deal with non-emergent,
and sometimes even non-medical, problems;
not missing the root problem;

Our medical culture’s failure to
discuss end of life and goals of
care leads to futile and morally
distressing situations.

broad scope of responsibility.

The emergency department is the
canary in the coal mine of what’s
happening in society

How emergency departments define
success:
“throughput:” seeing as many patients as
efficiently as possible. Trying to stay full
(generating bills) all the time;
quick disposition: patients need to leave the
ED. We send them home or into the hospital
or to a facility based in part on how
expeditiously it can be done;
our purview is emergencies, so our main job
is ruling out life-threatening emergencies
not getting sued
narrow scope of responsibility

The Center for Medicare &
Medicaid Innovationlaunched ET3, a new model
whereby ambulances and
hospitals are paid for
treating patients in
“alternate destinations”
such as clinics or right
on-scene wherever the
ambulance arrives. It also
pays emergency medical
service agencies to
coordinate more with
patients at the time they
call 911. All of this rewards
systems for meeting
patients’ needs flexibly,
rather than reflexively
ushering them to the ED.

Being prepared demands probing the very idea of
preparedness. Assuming that we are prepared can
lead to a complacency that rocks our foundations
when faced with destabilizing new conditions. We
have a responsibility to continually reevaluate and
plan for the worst. How does emergency care as a
practice achieve this?

If you own a grocery store located by the water and
customers start coming asking for fishing bait...providing bait doesn’t mean worms go next to deli meat.
It may mean shifting structure of operation or
collaborating w/ another business. Similarly, how
does ER adapt if the needs and conditions of patients
coming in shift?

Pretend you’re an ER physician in the Covid-19
pandemic. Mrs. Johnson, a 50-year-old otherwise
healthy female, is gasping for air. There is fear in her
eyes. Unless you place a breathing tube into her
windpipe and use a ventilator to fill her lungs with
oxygen, her heart will stop. But there are no
ventilators and no ICU beds.
Then emergency medical services (EMS) rushes in
Mr. Gass from a nursing home known to have
manypatients testing positivefor Covid-19. They’re
doing CPR. His heart stopped beating. He suffers
from severe heart failure, lung disease that requires
chronic oxygen, and multiple other medical problems.
His prognosis is poor. His advanced directive says he
wants everything done.
Under normal circumstances, you would not question
those directives and the patient’s request would be
honored. But your experience amid Covid burdens
you with the knowledge that more patients will be
coming, resources are limited, and that this patient’s
prognosis for recovery may be much lower than that
of the next patient.
What do you do?

How does value extraction (i.e., private
equity investment) influence the
environment of the emergency room?
Does that align with true north on our
collective moral compass?

How EDs could interpret success:

Ethics shares the same root
for ethos, the Greek word
for character. For the
Greeks, character is a
function of the choices we
make and the actions that
emanate from those
choices.

Democratizing the
definition of emergency
care matters, because what
we say is our job defines
when we say we did our job
well.

“Do no harm,” serves as both a moral guidepost and a
portal of entry for discussing the many clinical
challenges of emergency care. In a time of Covid-19,
when a patient is in cardiac arrest, can healthcare
providers take the precious minutes to don the
appropriate PPE when time is critical to patient
survival and outcomes? Should intubation and
resuscitation be offered if a patient in cardiac arrest
has a poor chance of survival? (And if not, what
emergency measures should follow to assure timely
and compassionate alternative care pathways?)...For
many caring physicians (and patients and
communities) removing a patient from a life support
machine because someone else with a better
prognosis based on clinical indicators is more than
distressful, it’s repugnant.

We thrive in a system based on excess,
better equipment and medications,
technological advancements, stronger
innovations. We do this all for one thing,
longevity of life. A system based on urgent
excess breeds an environment where
great age equates with success. In this
system, however, quality of life suffers to
the point of nonexistence.

feedback mechanism
for bad outcomes,
unintended
consequences

Not curing, not solving the
problem, but paliation -- like
kicking the can -- have the
patient survive a little bit
longer, with a lower quality of
life, at a much higher expense.

There is a difference
We go outside to learn to be
between risk assumed
better doctors inside.
and risk imposed.
Healthcare workers are
used to accepting a
measure of personal risk,
but might draw the line
on imposed risk to
themselves or their
They are afraid who will step in
families.
to care for the torrent of
patients if they fall. They are
Our healthcare system strives to prevent
afraid who will tell their stories,
the inevitability of death at every cost.
because they are silenced. They
The prevalent use of tracheostomy
are afraid they might not get out
placement during the Covid-19
of this alive or that too many
pandemic has reiterated our aversion to
friends and colleagues will not.
the dying process. Instead of admitting
They are wondering why their
that our efforts have been exhausted, we
sacrifice does not count for
choose to push the boundaries of
anything—not hazard pay, not
medicine further. We offer invasive
loan forgiveness, not even
treatments that at times yield minimal
settling a tied score for a
benefits. We strip our patients of their
rationed ventilator if they are
autonomy because of our system’s
desperately ill. They feel
inability to admit defeat. Healthcare
expendable, dismissed, and
fails to offer the most beneficial
betrayed.
treatment of all, comfort and relief.

When we classify certain “non-emergencies” that keep winding up in the
ED time and time again as not our
problem, we absolve ourselves. We
resign these groups to sub-par care,
and we too are harmed in the process.
It makes us less satisfied with our
work, passing much of our day not
helping patients be any better off than
when they came in.

just because
you can’t see
bait doesn’t
mean bait isn’t
there

The only way to get back to
compassion, to caring deeply for
patients and what they value, is if both
sides—administrative and
clinical—work to understand each
other, repair the ruptured relationship,
realign incentives, and renegotiate the
covenant of care.

In the spaces created by a
serious breakdown, their
first and deepest impulse is
to do what they know: to
reestablish mine vs yours,
set up boundaries, and
contracts and private
property.

Even as emergency departments
have become the diagnostic and
acute treatment center of American
medicine, to look at the federal
budget, emergency medicine is
nearly invisible. This even as daily
American clinical practice speaks to
a very different reality: have a heart
attack at your cardiologist’s, a stroke
at your neurologist’s, a gunshot
wound at your surgeon’s, or an
imminent delivery at your OB’s, and
the response will be universal,
“Quick, call 911 and get this patient to
the emergency department ASAP.”

Where are the double binds (rock and a hard
place/damned if you do, damned if you don’t) of
patient care in the emergency room? Why do they
exist? Whom do they serve?

what if patient communities were to
determine which cases are reviewed
and audited in a morbidity and
mortality conference-like approach

Another company taking on the patients not
treated well by the status quo in EDs is
Denver-based Dispatch Health. The company
replaces trips to the ED with home visits, by
taking calls from patients intending on
coming to the ED and characterizing their
level of medical need. Through this more
in-depth assessment up-front, they identify a
large subgroup of patients for whom they can
drive over with a few meds and supplies in
their car, and avoid the ED altogether.

[A] majority of business did not fall
within the areas of expertise that had
conventionally defined emergency
medicine...kidney stones and ruptured
appendices were getting outpaced by
weak grandmas and weekend binges.
Problems with a sudden onset and a
surgical solution were losing ground to
problems whose roots arose slowly,
insidiously, and had no quick solutions.
These chronic problems rarely could be
definitively solved by a single visit to the
ED. One hospitalization would beget
another, and another. In the twenty-first
century, some people visited EDs more
days than they didn’t.

The emergency department is
where America’s generalists and
specialists send their patients when
they need acute answers and
treatment.

As long as the quality of service is
high, many patients feel treatment at
home is more convenient for them
and prefer it over going to the ED.
Insurance companies also favor
treatment at home over the ED,
because it’s less expensive.

EDs today are only paid for patients they
see in-facility. Similarly, ambulances are
only paid when they transport patients to
“covered destinations” like the ED. This
means even when ambulances and EDs
know a patient shouldn’t be in the ED,
bringing them there is the only way they
will get paid. No one wants to fight an
uphill battle and not get paid.

*each connection brings together things in
friction, places where there’s dissonance; the
length of each line doesn’t have significance
elements from compass contributions
elements from dialogue on pathways
towards systems change
elements from 21st century structures of
care contributions

rigorous root
cause analysis for
what systems
need to be
redesigned
outside the ER

